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Abstract This paper presents a data-driven expert-
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Traditional approaches to typology development for
geospatial data take either a top-down or a bottom-up
approach. In a top-down approach, experts design a decision tree based on different variables and variable ranges
that seem appropriate for the environment being considered (Lankford 1977; Smith et al. 1997; Smith and Crossland 1999). The experts then apply this scheme to a data
set and iteratively refine the classifications. A variation on
this approach is to have experts classify a training set for a
pattern classifier – either symbolic or subsymbolic like an
artificial neural network – and then have the pattern
classifier learn the classes from the training set and generalize the classification strategy to unseen data.
In the bottom-up approach, a clustering method is used to
determine groups of similar data points which then form
standard classes. Traditional clustering methods include
agglomerative clustering and the K-means clustering
algorithm, also known as vector quantization (VQ)
(MacQueen 1965; Anderberg 1973; Hartigan and Wong
1979; Rabiner and Juang 1993). In a geographic/geological
context, researchers have used a variation on bottom-up
clustering termed regionalization, which locates spatially
contiguous class members after applying a general
agglomerative clustering to the data set that ignores spatial
location (Harff and Davis 1990). Researchers have also
used K-means clustering on Landsat-4 data to examine the
geographic differences between coastal areas of large lakes
(Maktav 1985). In both of these cases the data sets were
fully populated and the number of variables small and
statistically well behaved.
In the top-down typology approach, the result is dependent upon expert decisions. In a bottom-up approach,
the resulting typology is affected by two major issues,
both of which can be guided by expert input. First, how
many classes should there be in the typology? Second,
how do we measure similarity between data points? The
second is especially important when we consider multidimensional heterogeneous vectors – data points that
have multiple variables with different ranges, variances,
and meanings.
The answer we propose to the first question – how many
classes? – is that expert opinion guided by data analysis is
most appropriate. The data analysis we propose using in
the section ‘‘Using description length to determine the
optimal number of clusters’’ is an information-theoretic
criterion that balances the costs and benefits of using more
or fewer classes. If we used agglomerative clustering –
which generates a tree or dendrogram of classification
schema for all possible numbers of clusters – then the
expert user would generally select the appropriate level. As
we note below, our information-theoretic criterion would
also apply in this situation.
The traditional answer to the second question – how do
you measure similarity of heterogeneous data? – is to use a
statistical measure that incorporates variances and covariances of the variables. However, when dealing with
potentially incomplete heterogeneous global data sets at
different scales, traditional techniques begin to break
down. The first casualty is that the covariance matrix
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becomes noninvertible, making it impossible to use the
Mahalanobis distance that handles covariances. The
second casualty is that with missing variables in some
locations we cannot use a simple ‘‘sum-of ’’ technique
because different pairs of data points will sum different
numbers of values. In sections ‘‘Traditional distance
measures for heterogeneous data’’ and ‘‘An alternative
distance measure based on extremes’’, we present our
solutions, which include two measures that degrade
gracefully in the face of missing data and still incorporate
variance information.
In the section ‘‘Experiments and results’’, we present the
results of typology development on Australasia, which is a
good example location because of the existence of both
expert typologies for the region and a large number of
budget sites which we can use for flux estimation (Smith
and Crossland 1999). In the section ‘‘Discussion and future
directions’’, we discuss the results and present directions
for future work. Finally, we conclude with a summary of
the typology development process in ‘‘Conclusion and
summary’’.

Theory and methodology
Before we can begin to develop classifications and typologies, we must first define what we mean when we say two
data points are similar. Only then can we think about
grouping similar points and building conceptual structures. With a mathematical definition of similarity, we can
bring to bear numerous useful concepts and algorithms
from statistics and pattern recognition. This section defines two reasonable definitions of similarity and then
presents a suite of algorithms that use these definitions for
typology development.
Traditional distance measures for heterogeneous
data
A useful way to think about similarity is as the distance
between two data points. If the two points are similar, the
distance between them is small. As their similarity decreases, the distance between them gets larger. In a homogeneous multivariable space – such as the 3D space we
inhabit – a useful measure of distance is Euclidean distance. For the N-dimensional data points x and y, we can
define Euclidean distance DE as:
vﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
u N
uX
ð1Þ
ðxi  yi Þ2
DE ¼ t
i¼1

This measure of similarity is appropriate for measuring
the distance between points with homogeneous dimensions. Homogeneous in this context can be defined as each
dimension having similar ranges and variances.
For the LOICZ data set, however, and in fact any heterogeneous data set – defined as a data point whose dimensions do not have similar ranges or variances – Euclidean
distance is not a useful measure of similarity. Put simply, it
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does not take into account the fact that dimensions with
larger scales and variances will dominate the distance
measure. Instead, we need to normalize the ranges and
variances of the different dimensions so that, for example,
an elevation variable measured in meters does not dominate one measured in kilometers. One way to do this is to
use a scaled Euclidean distance, DS, which divides the
squared difference in each dimension by the variance of
that dimension as shown below:
vﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
u N
uX ðx1  yi Þ2
DS ¼ t
ð2Þ
r2
i¼1
Intuitively, this distance is a statistical measure that
weights the difference in a given dimension according to
how significant that difference is based on the estimated
variance of the data in that dimension. For a heterogeneous data set whose data points are fully populated – data
exist in every dimension of every point – this definition of
distance is reasonable. For a heterogeneous data set whose
data points are not fully populated in every dimension,
such as the LOICZ data set, we need to deal with the
missing data.
One method of dealing with the missing data problem is to
use the average scaled Euclidean (ASE) distance between
two points (Backer 1995). This distance measure, DA, is
defined as:
P ðxi yi Þ2
DA ¼

i 2 Valid

r2

card ðvalidÞ

ð3Þ

where Valid is the set of dimensions that have valid data in
both x and y, and card(Valid) is the number of valid
dimensions.
The distance measure DA can be interpreted in the following intuitive manner. If the value is less than one, then
the average difference between x and y in any one dimension is less than a standard deviation. If the value is
greater than one, then the average difference is greater
than a standard deviation. Taking the square root of DA
would provide an exact measure in terms of standard
deviations.
When the covariance matrix of the data set – which
specifies the correlation between variables – is invertible,
then we can bring the Mahalanobis distance measure to
bear on the problem (Backer 1995). The Mahalanobis
distance takes into account not only the scaling and
variance of a variable, but also the variation of other
variables based on the covariances. Thus, if there are
multiple variables in the data set that are all providing
similar information, for example, if there were multiple
variables dependent upon temperature, then their contribution is weighted appropriately so that the single factor,
i.e., temperature, does not dominate the distance measure.
Unfortunately, with high-dimensional heterogeneous data
sets the covariance matrix can become singular, i.e.,
noninvertible, which means that the Mahalanobis distance
is not possible to compute.

An alternative distance measure based
on extremes
An alternative distance measure for geographic classification is to use the maximum scaled difference (MSD) between corresponding variables rather than the average
scaled distance. In other words, two vectors that are
identical except for a single variable xi will have the scaled
difference in xi as their distance. Compare this with a
traditional measure, where the fact that most of the differences are zero drives the Euclidean or scaled Euclidean
distance towards zero as the number of dimensions increases. A formal definition of the distance is given by:
!
ðAi  Bi Þ2
max
MSD ðA; BÞ ¼
ð4Þ
i 2 Valid
r2i
The MSD is a well-behaved distance measure since it obeys
the properties of identity, symmetry, and the triangle inequality. In other words, two vectors that contain all
variables can only have a distance of zero if they are equal
to one another (identity property). Two vectors have the
same distance no matter the order in which they are
considered (symmetry property); and if MSD(A,B) „ 0 and
MSD(A,C) „ 0, then MSD(B,C) „ 0 (triangle inequality),
which just states that if two points are not equal, they
cannot both be equal to some third point. The MSD also
behaves nicely both with respect to missing variables – it
just considers variables that exist in both data points – and
multiple variables that carry the same information – it
considers only the maximum difference.
Another way of thinking about the MSD is that it lets the
extremes rule judgements of similarity; two vectors cannot
be similar if they have a single variable that is very different.
In our implementation of MSD distance, we use the maximum normalized squared difference, where the normalization constants are the variances of the specific variables.
In some ways, this distance measure may better capture
what we think of as similarity in coastlines. Two habitats
that are very much the same except for one variable – such
as temperature or precipitation – may end up being very
different. Conversely, we would think of two locations that
have small differences in all variables as being fairly
similar. The average scaled Euclidean distance could rate
both of these cases as being equally similar, but the MSD
distance would say the latter case – lots of small variations
– should be more similar. Thus, the MSD distance starts
to capture some of our intuition on the problem.
Other researchers have also attempted to use alternatives
to an Euclidean-based distance for environmental classifications. One example is to use a multidimensional scaling
approach where the rank of a data point’s distance to
another data point is weighted more than the actual distance (Dyer et al. 2000).
The MSD distance is inspired by the Hausdorff distance,
which is a measure of similarity between sets that has been
used successfully in image comparisons and object recognition tasks in the field of computer vision (Huttenlocker
et al. 1993). It has also recently been used in data mining
applications to select variables and build decision trees
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(Piramuthu 1999). The Hausdorff distance says that the
distance between two sets A and B is the maximum of the
minimumdistancesbetweenallpointsinAandallpointsinB.
Unsupervised K-means clustering
Given a definition of similarity, we can now start to look
for natural groupings of similar points that may indicate
the existence of a meaningful class. A standard method for
clustering similar points is unsupervised K-means clustering, also called vector quantization (VQ) (MacQueen
1965; Hartigan and Wong 1979; Rabiner and Juang 1993).
Overall, the algorithm takes as input a distance measure, a
data set, and a desired number of clusters. It then attempts
to find a set of vectors that best represents the data set.
Each of these vectors is the mean vector of a unique subset
of the data points. The output of the VQ algorithm is the
set of mean cluster vectors and a tag for each data point,
indicating its cluster membership.
The algorithm is briefly defined below. The inputs to the
algorithm are the distance measure D(P1, P2), the number
of clusters K, and the data points Q[1...N]. The output is a
set of mean cluster vectors V[1...K].

• Assign randomly selected data points to V[1...K]
• Loop
 Calculate a tag value for each data point Q[1...N]. The
tag is the index of the closest V[i] according to D()
 Calculate a new set of mean cluster vectors V¢[1...K]
 If V¢ is the same as V, then terminate
 Otherwise V gets V¢ and the loop continues
• Return V
Since there is a random element to the VQ algorithm, it is
important to run it multiple times with the same inputs.
The best set of cluster vectors V is the set that minimizes
the overall representation error, which can be defined as
the sum of the distances between each point and its nearest
mean cluster vector.
Using description length to determine
the optimal number of clusters
One problem with the VQ algorithm for typology development is that the user must specify the number of clusters beforehand. If an expert has some idea of the number
of desired clusters, this is not a problem. However, the
expert may not know a priori how many natural clusters
there are.
One way to approach this problem is to look for a natural
breakpoint in the error as the number of clusters increases.
As the number of clusters gets larger, the representation
error tends to zero – which it will become when there are
as many clusters as there are data points. Figure 1 shows a
plot of error versus the number of clusters that demonstrates this tendency. However, the utility of increasing the
number of clusters is not a constant function. At some
point, the reduction in the representation error is not
worth adding another cluster.
To generate the error information, we first specify a range
of K values and run the VQ algorithm multiple times for
each K. A plot of the resulting error values relative to the
number of clusters provides a graphical description of the
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Fig. 1
Representational error versus number of clusters for a three-variable
data set for the Australian coast

benefit of increasing the number of clusters, as shown in
Fig. 1. In this plot there appear to be two natural breakpoints in this plot, one around 5 clusters and another
around 10. This indicates that the first five clusters are
critical, the next five are still significantly decreasing the
error, and beyond 10 clusters the benefit of using more
clusters is minimal. For this example, which is a 3-variable
data set constituting the Australian, Oceania, and New
Zealand coastlines, therefore, a 10 class typology would be
appropriate.
Note that we can take a more rigorous approach to determining how many clusters is appropriate. The Minimum Description Length Principle, as defined by Rissanen
(1989), gives us a mathematical way of defining when we
have enough clusters. Rissanen provides an informationtheoretic definition of description length that is a combination of the number of parameters in a model plus the
representational error for that model. The best model
balances these two factors so that their sum is minimized.
In the context of clustering, the model is the set of average
cluster vectors that represent the data set; and the representational error for a given model is the sum of the
squared distances between each point and its associated
average cluster vector. The description length equation is
given as:
k
DL ¼  log Pðxn jHÞ þ log n
2

ð5Þ

This says that the description length (DL) is equal to the
log of the probability of the data (xn) given the model
(H) plus the number of model parameters k multiplied by
the log of the number of data points. For the LOICZ data
set and our definition of distance, the probability of the
data given a model, e.g., the set of mean cluster vectors, is
the sum of the squared average scaled distances from
each point to its associated mean cluster vector multiplied by the number of variables per point. The number
of parameters is the number of variables per point
multiplied by the number of clusters. Note that since the
number of variables per point is in both terms of the
equation, we leave it out when calculating the description
length.
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A plot of the description length for each cluster is given in
Fig. 1. Note that the minimum description length is
reached between 9 and 12 clusters and begins to get larger
again beyond that. Therefore, by this measure – a bit more
rigorous than the eyeball – we should be using 9–12
clusters to represent this set of coastline data.
Segmentation through region growing
Whereas clustering is, in a sense, a global algorithm, we
can also take a local approach to determining groups of
similar data points. Since the LOICZ data have a geographic context, it makes sense to identify contiguous
sections of coastline consisting of similar data points. The
clustering approach described above does not necessarily
take into account geographic considerations when deciding what data points are alike, although this has been done
by other researchers (Prakash et al. 1996).
Region growing is a commonly used technique in computer vision, where local context is extremely important.
The basic idea is to begin with a seed point and then add
neighboring points to that region as long as they are (1)
similar enough to their neighbor and (2) similar enough to
the seed region. Note that the requirement for neighboring
points to be similar – which we can define as a local
threshold – is usually tighter than the requirement for
points to be similar to the seed region – which we can
define as a global threshold. When one region stops
growing – because its neighbors are too different – then we
can select a second seed point and grow another region.
This process continues until all data points are labeled.
The result of this process is a set of connected regions
consisting of similar pixels. How many regions there are is
dependent upon the local and global thresholds that control the growing process. If the thresholds are rigorous
there will be more regions; if the thresholds are loose there
will be fewer. Note that this approach removes the need to
specify the number of clusters, but replaces it with the
specification of the local and global similarity thresholds.
What a region-growing algorithm provides is a starting
point for building a hierarchy based on variable-sized
contiguous building blocks.
Methods for merging regions
Once we have a set of regions – whether found through
clustering or region growing – we may want to merge
similar regions together regardless of their spatial location.
Especially in the case of region growing, where all regions
are spatially contiguous, it is important to begin matching
up discontinuous but similar stretches of coastline. We can
use a step-wise optimal approach to merging – also called
agglomerative clustering (Anderberg 1973) – which iteratively merges the two regions with the closest mean cluster
vectors. Membership in a cluster is strictly maintained
with the hierarchy that develops. The algorithm for selecting and merging two regions is as follows:
• Find the pair of mean cluster vectors with minimum
distance
• Give all the data points in both clusters the same label
• Calculate a mean cluster vector for the new cluster

Strict membership in a cluster hierarchy is maintained
because points are not relabeled based on their distance to
a mean cluster vector. At the end of the process, any given
mean cluster vector represents an archetype point for its
cluster and is not necessarily the closest mean cluster
vector for all points in the cluster. This method of merging
is appropriate for merging regions found through the
segmentation/region-growing method.
The combination of region growing or VQ followed by
region merging provides a method for automatically developing a hierarchical typology, if one is desired. Note
that we could start the merging process from the initial set
of data points, rather than the output of a K-means or
segmentation algorithm. However, since these algorithms
are grouping similar points in an optimal or near-optimal
fashion, to start at the individual data points is probably
unnecessary and may not give as good results – although
this is definitely a good future comparison to make.
The section ‘‘Experiments and results’’ presents the results
of using the segmentation and merging algorithms on
subsets of the LOICZ data set.
Iterative refinement for visualization
of cluster relationships
Throughout the process of cluster or region development
and merging it is important to be able to visualize the process
and the results. The LoiczView program provides an intuitive graphical user interface to the set of tools that implement the methods described above. In particular, it allows
the user to visualize both the spatial distribution of clusters
and, through color relationships, the similarity of clusters in
the data space. Other researchers have used spatial location
to represent similarity on a 2-D plane with carefully selected
dimensions (Ankerst et al. 1998). The latter style of visualization can be useful for validating clusters, but does not
connect the data points to their geographic location.
The LoiczView program uses a novel iterative refinement
technique for selecting the display colors to represent
distances between color vectors. This is a hard problem
because the distances calculated between clusters reside in
a high-dimensional space – up to 100 dimensions – while
color resides in a 3-D space. Therefore, in most cases we
cannot select a set of colors whose distances exactly mirror
the true distances between the mean cluster vectors.
As a simple example of this, consider five points in a 5-D
space that are all equidistant from one another. One set of
points that meets this criteria is the set [(1, 0, 0, 0, 0), (0, 1, 0,
0, 0), (0, 0, 1, 0, 0),p(0,
ﬃﬃﬃ 0, 0, 1, 0), (0, 0, 0, 0, 1)]. In this case,
each 5-D point is 2 away from every other point. In a 3-D
space, it is only possible to have four points equidistant from
one another – a tetragon. It is not possible to generate five
points that are equidistant from one another in a 3-D space.
Therefore, the best we can do when selecting colors is to
approximate the true distances in color space.
The problem can be set up as follows. First, calculate
the matrix of distances between each cluster vector.
Normalize this matrix by dividing each element by the
largest element of the matrix. Now all of the distances are
in the range [0, 1]. Second, generate a set of random colors
Reg Environ Change (2002) 3:77–87
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and assign one color to each cluster. Now calculate the
matrix of distances between the colors in color space. In
this development of the technique, we will use the RGB
color space, where each axis ranges from [0, 1]. Now we
have two matrices whose elements are in the range [0, 1].
The following algorithm will iteratively modify the cluster
colors so that it reduces the difference between the two
matrices:

•
•
•
•

Calculate the normalized cluster distance matrix D
Assign a random color to each cluster
Set the adjustment rate A (e.g., 20%)
Loop
 Calculate the color distance matrix C
 Let Eij be the largest magnitude element of D-C
 Let I and J be the clusters whose error is Eij
 Let Cij be the color vector from colorj to colori
 Adjust the color values of I and J to reduce E
• Until the matrices are close enough or we have looped
enough
The update rule for the cluster colors is given as:
colori ¼ colori þ Cij AEij
colorj ¼ colorj  Cij AEij

ð6Þ

The number of iterations required to produce a good
result is dependent upon the size of the matrix and the
number of clusters. For a 10·10 matrix, 200 iterations
achieves a result that no longer changes significantly in
terms of the largest error between the two matrices. For a
much larger matrix, more iterations may be required.
The adjustment rate is an important parameter of the
problem. The adjustment rate needs to be fast enough to
allow improvement, but not so large that the system
overshoots good solutions. Unless otherwise specified, all
visualizations involving color were developed using this
algorithm.

Experiments and results
The methods described above allow us to analyze and
visualize large heterogeneous data sets such as the LOICZ
data set. To test and refine these methods we have applied
them to a subset of the LOICZ data set and compared the
results with expert judgements. Our process for developing
and validating a horizontal typology (not hierarchical) is
as follows:

Variable selection
In this experiment the variable selection was based on two
factors. First, did the variable provide good coverage of the
area (<10% missing data). Second, did the variable actually provide useful information (vary in a reasonable way
over the data set). Beyond these two considerations, the
primary concern was not to give too strong a weight to any
one aspect of the environment. The end result was a set of
17 variables.
The variables we selected included: seasonal precipitation
(max and min), seasonal air temperature (max and min),
seasonal sea-surface temperature (max and min), seasonal
soil moisture (max and min), seasonal salinity (max and
min), seasonal Coastal Zone Color Scanner (CZCS; max
and min), average annual runoff, an annual evaporation
proxy, average wave height, standard deviation of elevation, and a tidal mixing proxy. Precipitation and air temperature information are from the Intergovernmental
Panel on Climate Change (1999); the remaining variables
are from the LOICZ typology data set (http://www.nioz.nl/
loicz/typo.htm).. For the Australasia coast we modified the
LOICZ typology data by interpolating it to cover locations
with no data. For the most part this meant taking land cell
variables and interpolating them onto adjacent coastal
cells, and taking sea cell variables and interpolating them
onto adjacent coastal cells (a coastal cell is defined as a cell
that contains both land and sea).
The evaporation proxy is a combination of wind speed and
vapor pressure. The proxy variable is the product of the
two multiplied by 10 (vapor pressure is water vapor
pressure multiplied by 10). The vapor pressure variable
came from the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate
Change (1999) and the wind speed from the LOICZ typology data set. The tidal mixing proxy is a combination of
a tidal form variable (semidiurnal, mixed, diurnal) and
tidal range. The tidal mixing proxy is tidal range multiplied by tidal frequency, where tidal frequency is (semidiurnal=2, mixed=1.5, and diurnal=1). The two base
variables came from the LOICZ typology data set.
Determine an appropriate number of classes
We used the minimum description length principle, described above, to determine the appropriate number of
clusters for the data set. Figure 2 shows the plot of error
and description length versus number of clusters. From
this graph, the appropriate number of clusters is between
10 and 15. We selected 12 classes in this example.

Cluster the data
We used the VQ algorithm using the average scaled
1. Select the variables to use
Euclidean distance measure to generate a set of represen2. Select how many classes (clusters) to create
tative classes. To get a good set of classes we ran it ten times
3. Apply the VQ algorithm using an appropriate distance
and took the lowest error result. This provided us with
measure
a reasonable set of representative classes for the data.
4. Apply semantic labels to each cluster
Figure 3a shows a visualization of the resulting classes by
5. Compare with expert judgement or pre-existing typolmapping them into an image using latitude and longitude,
ogies
and using color to identify the class of each data point.
For our prototype typology development we use a subset of Figure 3b shows a visualization of the same clustering
result, but with the class colors selected using the algorithm
the LOICZ data set corresponding to the Australia/New
Zealand coastline. This data set has a spatial resolution of 1. from the section ‘‘Iterative refinement for visualization of
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cluster relationships’’ to show the relationships between
classes. Note that three distinct classes exist, while the
others merge into more of a continuum in the color-similarity presentation (see Table 1 for class identifications).
Apply semantic labels to each class
The next step in the typology development process involves
looking at the variable averages in the class file generated
by the previous step. The class files contain the average
values for each variable in each class. By looking at these
average values we can see their typical geophysical characteristics. Based on these characteristics we can not only
give them semantic labels, but also see what differentiates
two classes for which many variables have similar values.
A summary of the clusters and their labels is given in
Table 1. The labels were assigned based upon the average
values of each variable for each class, using terminology
consistent with the earlier, independent expert typology
(Smith and Crossland 1999).
We can compare the classes identified in the unsupervised
clustering of Australasia with a pre-existing expert typology to see how well the process compares. Figure 4 visu-

Fig. 2
Representational error and description length versus number of
clusters for the 17-variable data set of Australasia
Fig. 3
a Twelve-class clustering result for Australasia using average
scaled Euclidean distance and randomly selected colors; b same
clustering result but with colors selected to reflect the similarity of the
classes

ally compares our 12-class typology with a typology
developed in Smith and Crossland (1999). Despite the
difference in variables used for the two typologies, the
general form of the different classes is similar, with our
data-driven typology showing more detail in terms of local
phenomena such as the Alpine region of New Zealand and
the special characteristics of bays.
Table 1 shows a direct comparison of the semantic labels
for the data-driven and expert typologies, showing a good
match between the two. The biggest difference is that a
number of the localized classes in the data-driven typology
do not show up in the coarser expert typology. Clearly this
‘‘error analysis’’ is based upon visual matching of two
images: one produced by a cluster analysis, one by a topdown expert typology. We could obtain a quantitative
estimate of the match between the two typologies by
labeling each geographic cell according to the expert
typology and looking at the percent overlap between the
clusters. It is important to realize, however, that typologies
in the absence of ground truth or an application are difficult to evaluate quantitatively. Thus, our analysis in this
paper is based on qualitative expert judgements and
qualitative comparison with expert typologies. This is
appropriate in the case of the Australia example since we
are comparing typologies that were generated using different data sets and approaches.
We can undertake the same process of typology development using the alternative MSD distance measure.
Figure 5 compares 12-class clusterings using the average
scaled Euclidean distance and the Hausdorff distance.
Note the similarities and differences between the two results. The biggest differences occur on the southern and
northern coasts of Australia where the southern coast
apparently has fewer extreme differences (but higher average differences) than the northern coast. Thus, the MSD
distance does not divide the southern coast into two sections in a 12-class clustering, but the average scaled
Euclidean distance does.
Before making conclusions about the utility of the MSD
distance based on this figure, however, it is important to
note that using the different distance measure also causes
the representational error to change. This, in turn, causes
the description length to have a different minimum – in
this case one that is much larger. The MDL analysis (see
section ‘‘Using description length to determine the optimal
number of clusters’’) says that instead of 12 classes, there
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Table 1
Semantic labels, key variables,
and comparison with expert
typology for the 12-class
typology of Australasia using the
average scaled Euclidean
distance measure (Fig. 3a)

Color

Class label

Expert class

Key variables

White
Red
Lighter green

Wet temperate I
Grassy bay
Dry tropical

Wet temperate
No match
Dry tropical/subtropical

Blue

Cool wet temperate

Wet temperate

Yellow
Purple

Wet temperate II
Moist temperate

Wet temperate
Mediterranean

Orange

Wet/dry tropical I

Cyan

Dry temperate

Wet/dry tropical (border
on wet trop.)
Dry temperate

Pink

Alpine

No match

Dark green

Wet/dry

Wet/dry

Light purple

Tropical/subtropical
Wet/dry tropical bay

Tropical/subtropical
Wet/dry tropical

Brown

Wet/dry tropical II

Wet/dry tropical

Soil moisture/runoff (low)
CZCS (lots of green)
Precipitation (low)
Temperature (high)
Temperature (low)
Precipitation (medium)
Soil moisture/runoff (high)
Precipitation (medium)
High waves
Minimum moisture
variables (higher)
Precipitation/runoff
(very low)
Runoff (very high)
Elevation variance
(very high)
Precipitation (high)
Minimum precipitation
(medium)
Temperatures (medium)
Elevation variance (low)
Maximum precipitation
(high)
Minimum moisture variables
(very low)

class clustering result using the MSD distance measure. In
the MSD plot, the places that significantly increased in
complexity were the southern coast (one class became
four), New Zealand (three classes became six), and the
should be more like 24–40. In other words, when you are grassy bay cluster (one became three). These three regions
looking at extremes rather than averages, there are more
extremes to be considered.
Fig. 5
Figure 6a shows an example of a 24-class clustering result Twelve-class clustering using a average scaled Euclidean distance and
using the ASE distance measure. Figure 6b shows a 24b MSD distance
Fig. 4
a Twelve-class clustering using average scaled Euclidean distance;
b expert typology of Australasia (Smith and Crossland 1999)
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Fig. 6
Clustering result for 24 classes using a the ASE distance and b the
MSD distance

account for 8 of the 12 new classes, and highlight where
significant localized changes in geographic variables are
taking place. The other subtle difference between the two
plots is that the MSD appears to generate more contiguous
regions and pick up on more details than the ASE.
As a final comparison, we applied the region-growing and
merging technique to the same data set. For the local parameter threshold – how similar a neighboring point must
be – we used 1.0 standard deviation. For the global parameter threshold – how similar a point must be to the
original seed point – we used 1.22 standard deviations.
Points had to be within two degrees of one another to be
considered adjacent, and the distance measure was the
average scaled Euclidean distance.
The resulting segmentation contained 170 different contiguous regions: three significant regions and 167 one to
three point regions. Applying the merge technique to this set
of regions, the graph of description length versus number of
clusters gives us a guide as to when to stop merging. Figure 7 shows this graph, which bottoms out between 16 and
28 classes. In Fig. 8 we show the 28 class result, which appears to highlight a number of localized phenomena, similar
to the MSD distance. Note that the localized phenomena
each tend to occupy a different class, however, since the
segmentation process requires data points to be contiguous.

Discussion and future directions
The first question we need to answer is whether the
typology development process outlined above gives us
something useful. From the Australasia example, the answer seems to be that it does produce a reasonable set of
classes. The results show broad agreement with the previous expert typology. Furthermore, they highlight localized phenomena that do not show up in the expert version,
but nevertheless exist in the data. Note that we obtained
these results despite heterogeneous variables with some
missing data, indicating that the distance measures we
used are appropriate for the task.
The primary real benefit of the data-driven methodology is
that it gives us a quantitative, consistent, and objective way

Fig. 7
Description length versus number of clusters during merging (merge
process goes from right to left from 170 down to 1)

to compare classes across both space and time. Thus, this
approach can be used not only to compare coastlines
across the world within a temporally fixed data set, but
also to compare how coastlines change based on actual or
predicted climate change. A second real benefit of using
the bottom-up expert-guided approach is in the timesaving aspect of the process. A group of experts that included the authors was able to develop the complete
Australasia typology with the span of an hour. This was
largely because of the tools we developed for automating
the process – MDL analysis, clustering, and visualization.
A third real benefit of this approach is its utility for integration of data and communication about results across
disciplinary boundaries. Human dimension variables and
physical variables that are both environmental forcing
functions can be effectively combined, even though their
mechanisms of operation are very different. The visual
presentation of results, and the specification of relationships among the clusters, make it a tool that can be used
for calibration by a variety of experts – and therefore a tool
for integrating their individual judgments.
Looking at the distance measures in detail, it appears that
the MSD distance measure gives us slightly different
classes than the ASE distance measure when applied to the
same problem. The MSD appears to more readily identify
local phenomena, while overall similarity drives the ASE. It
will be up to the experts driving the process to decide
which approach they want to emphasize.
In comparing both the average scaled Euclidean and MSD
clustering results with the local segmentation, we have to
ask whether the latter gives us any more or different
Reg Environ Change (2002) 3:77–87
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The methods provide a novel and potentially powerful set
of tools for classifying environments and for upscaling
environmental functions, either on a purely data-driven
basis or as a component in an expert-driven examination
information. When compared with the 24-class ASE or
of selected and weighted variables. Our initial application
MSD results, the primary difference is the existence of
of this methodology will be to regionalization and glolonger stretches of similar coastline in the segmentation/ balization of coastal CNP budgets as part of the LOICZ
merging result. This occurred because the long southern projects. However, the techniques are further applicable to
coastline was a single group to start with, which meant it issues of global and regional change by comparison of
never split during the process.
clusters based on present data, historical records, and
Whether the segmentation/merging offers any new infuture scenarios or model predictions. This will permit
sights is unclear from the single example. We need to
space-for-time trade-offs in analysis by identifying a reundertake more experimentation before deciding whether gion’s potential trajectory between clusters over time.
to pursue it any further as a potential typology developAcknowledgments The authors would like to thank the LOICZ
ment tool.
Fig. 8
a 170-region result of segmentation process; b 28-region result of
segmentation followed by merging

project for its support of the typology project and the work described herein. We would also like to thank the American Association for the Advancement of Science (AAAS) for the Earth
Systems Science Conference in 1997 in South Dakota which
brought together scientists from a variety of disciplines – including the authors – and launched this approach to coastline
This paper presents a set of methods that permit clustering, typology development.

Conclusion and summary

classification, and comparison of environments at regional
and global scales. Clustering of high-dimensionality data
sets can be based on scaled Euclidean distances in ways that
permit the use of data sets that are incomplete, not normally distributed, or otherwise unsuitable for more traditional statistical analysis. Two different distance criteria –
the average scaled Euclidean distance and the maximum
scaled distance – provide alternative ways to explore the
nature of environmental similarities and differences.
The paper also presents ancillary techniques that expand
the applicability and ease of use of these methods. Use of a
minimum description length algorithm makes it possible
to estimate objectively the optimum number of clusters for
a given data set, and a novel color-similarity approach
permits visualization of the similarities of spatially distributed clusters. Methods of cluster merging provide a
means of establishing hierarchical relationships among the
clusters, and of aggregating smaller clusters into larger
groups. We have demonstrated these techniques on a 17variable coastal data set for Australia and neighboring
regions. The results are highly consistent with an independent expert-judgement coastal typology, and the differences and similarities between the various approaches
to cluster definition are intuitively understandable in
terms of the variables and techniques used.
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